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Book 2 features: • CD with more great play-along tracks, covering Exercises 1-55 and
Individual Studies (pages 38-41) • Book 1 review section • Rhythm Raps • Daily Warmups • Theory • History • Multicultural Music •
Teachers and flutists at all levels have praised Nancy Toff'sThe Flute Book, a unique
one-stop guide to the flute and its music. Organized into four main parts--The
Instrument, Performance, The Music, and Repertoire Catalog--the book begins with a
description of the instrument and its making, offers information on choosing and caring
for a flute, sketches a history of the flute, and discusses differences between members
of the flute family. In the Performance section, readers learn about breathing, tone,
vibrato, articulation, technique, style, performing, and recording. In the extensive
analysis of flute literature that follows, Toff places individual pieces in historical context.
The book ends with a comprehensive catalog of solo and chamber repertoire, and
includes appendices with fingering charts as well as lists of current flute manufacturers,
repair shops, sources for flute music and books, and flute clubs and related
organizations worldwide. In this Third Edition, Toff has updated the book to reflect
technology's advancements--like new digital recording technology and recordings' more
prevalent online availability--over the last decade. She has also accounted for new
scholarship on baroque literature; recent developments such as the contrabass flute,
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quarter-tone flute, and various manufacturing refinements and experiments; consumers'
purchase prices for flutes; and a thoroughly updated repertoire catalog and appendices.
"Each of the musical works has a duet part so the teacher can accompany the student
with steady rhythm, good pitch, and interpretive guidance. Fingering and trill charts are
provided for flutes of up to 13 keys. The progressive and thoughtful organization of this
method makes it useful to teachers of any model of transverse flute—useful even with
beginning students." —The Flute Network Jean-Louis Tulou's 1855 method for playing
the pre-Boehm wooden flute and an excellent source of early nineteenth-century
French performance practices.
Estelle R. Jorgensen's latest work is an exploratory look into the ways we practice and
represent music education through the metaphors and models that appear in everyday
life. These metaphors and models serve as entry points into a deeper understanding of
music education that moves beyond literal ways of thinking and doing and allows for a
more creative embodiment of musical thought. Seeing the reader as a partner in the
creation of meaning, Jorgensen intends for this book to be experienced by, rather than
dictated to, the reader. Jorgensen's hope is that the intersections of art and philosophy,
and metaphor and model can provide a richer and more imaginative view of music
education.
Official organ of the book trade of the United Kingdom.
Revised 3rd edition. An annotated list of solos, graded method materials, reference
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reading, flute ensembles, music for alto flute, piccolo and bass flute. Over 3,500 entries,
representing more than 1,700 composers and authors. Used throughout the world by
flutists, artists, teachers, libraries and music dealers.
This book contains 20 chapters addressing everything from the origin and design of the
Native American flute to a method for learning to play the instrument and read its
music. Together with the fingering exercises presented in eight lessons, a number of
tunes are included for both the five and six-hole Native American flute. Old standards,
indigenous music, and original compositions are presented, meeting the needs of
beginning to advanced players. This useful and practical guide to the Native American
flute is suitable for either individual or classroom instruction.
Christmas Duets for Flute and Clarinet - Piano Accompaniment has been arranged as a
fun and easy piano accompaniment book. This collection of 21 favourite traditional
Christmas Carols is great for playing with friends, entertaining the family and even
busking. Suitable for piano players of around Grade 1 standard, with some pieces
which are easier.This book is for using alongside our flute and clarinet duet book but
includes both parts above the piano staves for reference.Includes: Jingle Bells, We
Wish You a Merry Christmas, Good King Wenceslas, While Shepherds Watched, I Saw
Three Ships, O Come All Ye Faithful, Once in Royal David's City, Sussex Carol, Hark
the Herald Angels Sing, Carol of the Drum, Ding Dong Merrily, Silent Night, Deck the
Halls, We Three Kings and more.More coming from The Flying Flute, The Catchy
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Clarinet, and the Peachy Piano very soon. Look out for new solo and duet books
arranged for: Flute, Clarinet, Bassoon, Oboe, Saxophone, Recorder, Trumpet,
Trombone, Tuba, Violin, Viola, Cello Double Bass, Guitar, Piano, and Ukulele!We have
a spectacular variety of duet books, a gargantuan selection of festive books (including
Halloween!) and even downloadable backing tracks and sheet music on our website.
Just visithttp://WildMusicPublications.com
A veteran teacher's practical approach to music education
Sound Innovations for Concert Band is a revolutionary new method that combines timetested educational concepts, input from thousands of teachers, and advances in
modern technology. Using solid pedagogy that follows state and national music
education standards, the methods can be customized by teachers to use their own
experiences in creating the best approach for their unique classroom. Sound
Innovations is available in two versions: Standard Edition and the custom Director's
Choice Edition. Visit www.alfred.com/soundinnovations for more information. This title
is available in SmartMusic.

Christmas Carols for Flute and Piano includes the first twenty carols in The Flying
Flute Book of Christmas Carols. The piano is designed to be easy to play. The
flute part is written above the piano part but the flute player could use The Flying
Flute Book of Christmas Carols.Ideal for getting right into the Christmas spirit or
for entertaining the family and even busking. Also, a great way to keep your
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fingers twiddling during the holidays.Includes: Away in a Manger, Coventry Carol,
Deck the Halls, Ding Dong Merrily on High, God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen, Good
King Wenceslas , Hark! The Herald Angels Sing, It Came Upon a Midnight Clear,
Jingle Bells, O Come All Ye Faithful, O Little Town of Bethlehem, Once in Royal
David's City, Past Three O'clock, Silent Night, The First Nowell, The Holly and
the Ivy, The Twelve Days of Christmas, We Wish You a Merry Christmas, While
Shepherds Watched.For more from The Flying Flute and The Peachy Piano, visit
our website! Look out for music arranged for mixed instruments: Flute, Clarinet,
Bassoon, Oboe, Saxophone, Recorder, Trumpet, Trombone, Tuba, Violin, Cello
and Double Bass! We have a spectacular variety of duet books, a gargantuan
selection of festive books (including Halloween!) and even downloadable
playalong and backing tracks and sheet music on our website. Just visit
http://WildMusicPublications.com
The material used in this book is presented as an introduction to the art of double
and triple tonguing. The book is designed for the student who is just beginning to
double or triple tongue and contains enough material for at least two years work.
Some students may take a little longer, for the speed of progress will depend on
the student's background, age and ability. The range of this book is well within
the ability level of young flute players.
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A selection of music to celebrate festivals around the world, arranged for solo
flute, flute duet and flute trio (standard Grade 1-4)
Accent on Achievement is a revolutionary, best-selling band method that will
excite and stimulate your students through the most complete collection of
classics and world music in any band method. The comprehensive review cycle
in books 1 & 2 will ensure that students remember what they learn and progress
quickly. Also included are rhythm and rest exercises, chorales, scale exercises,
and 11 full band arrangements among the first two books. Book 3 includes
progressive technical, rhythmic studies and chorales in all 12 major and minor
keys. Also included are lip slur exercises for increasing brass instrument range
and flexibility. Accent on Achievement meets and exceeds the USA National
Standards for music education, grades five through eight.
This is an updated edition with a new four-color cover and updated text in various
places in the book that mention correlated material. The music and songs are the
same. The time-honored First Division Band Method retains the same
pedagogically-sound sequence of learning that has taught over 12,000,000
students the fundamentals of learning to play a band instrument.
The second edition of Susan J. Maclagan’s A Dictionary for the Modern Flutist presents clear
and concise definitions of more than 1,600 common flute-related terms that a player of the
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Boehm-system or Baroque flute may encounter. It includes over 100 images as well as
appendices on tuning, composition, baroque music, and recordings.
The Breeze-Easy Series features instrumental methods for individual and group instruction,
created by experienced teachers John Kinyon and Valentine Anzalone. It is designed to
produce the best musicianship in the greatest number of students in limited teaching situations.
A lively collection of 32 traditional pieces from around the world arranged especially for two
beginner players of a similar standard (around Grades 1-2). Short, manageable pieces for
beginners with the easiest tunes at the start of the book. Most are one page in length, with
straightforward rhythms, and all are in easy keys. Both players get to play the tune. Includes
several popular Christmas pieces. Perfect for playing with friends, in lessons, and for
entertaining the family. Includes: Bobby Shaftoe, Cripple Creek, Deck the Halls, Hey Ho,
Anybody Home, Jingle Bells, Kookaburra, Molly Malone, Matilda, O My Darling Clementine,
Sur le Pont D'Avignon, Sweet Betsy from Pike, Silent Night, This Land is My Land, The Volga
Boatman, We Three Kings, We Wish You a Merry Christmas, Yankee Doodle and many more.
More coming from The Flying Flute and The Chortling Cello very soon. Look out for our solo,
duet and trio music arranged for different playing levels and for mixed instruments: Flute,
Clarinet, Bassoon, Oboe, Saxophone, Recorder, Trumpet, Trombone, Tuba, French Horn,
Violin, Viola, Cello and Double Bass, Mini-bassoon, Tenoroon, Guitar etc. We have a
spectacular variety of duet books, a gargantuan selection of festive books (including
Christmas, Valentine's and Halloween!), instrument-specific theory, including theory puzzles for
very young players and even downloadable playalong and backing tracks and sheet music on
our website. Just visit http://WildMusicPublications.com For news of our latest books, follow us
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on Twitter @wmpublications Testimonials Hi there - I'm just emailing you to tell you how much
I love your Oboe duet books, especially the vast range of Christmas music! I have all of them!
I'm an oboe and double bass teacher (I know!) based in Dublin, and I am very much a
Christmas enthusiast. I'm known among my students for wearing Christmas socks 365 days a
year (they've checked!!) I've taken on some double bass students this year, and I'll be buying
your double bass Xmas duets to play with them. Given the brilliance of the oboe books, I'm
really looking forward to it. Many thanks and keep up the good work! Eimear Hello - I love the
arrangements We just played some today! Have a lovely Christmas and thanks for providing
beginner bassoonists with some great music!! Pauline Very pleased to have found your
Christmas songs for flute. Delighted with the Duets for Flute - 21 Christmas songs and the 50+
Classics for Flute. The selections in both cases were very appealing - so many of the tunes I
had hoped for gathered together in one book. Sharon Hi there! I have been wishing for a long
time there was such a thing as instrument specific theory books, and now I've found them. I
intend to get your whole selection of flute books- they are excellent. I just wanted to tell you
how great I think your books are! xxx Janine The children are loving the books! Particularly my
little violinist who needs a fair amount of encouragement to get practising but he's so excited
about Christmas that I can't stop him sight reading his way through the carols... !! Clare Your
music books are great for beginners and improvers and the duet books are very well
constructed. Ellen May I say how pleased I was to find that you now produce a piano
accompaniment to go with the flute/clarinet parts. I already have your flute/clarinet music which
is proving to be most useful and now that I have the piano part it will make our playing even
better. Many thanks. Sylvia I am loving your books. Jessie
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Six solos in each book, with piano accompaniment, for all the standard band instruments. The
titles are culled from the best of the First Division Band Course solo repertoire, with many titles
appearing on state festival lists. Each book is correlated to the method and progresses
accordingly. An affordable source for motivational practice pieces, tryouts and ability indicators,
recital and contest material, and just for fun.
Grey Larsen, in the 150 Gems collections, has given us a most welcome follow-up to his
encyclopedic volume, The Essential Guide to Irish Flute and Tin Whistle (Mel Bay Publications,
2003) and The Essential Tin Whistle Toolbox (Mel BayPublications, 2004). The Gems feature
not only meticulously-selected tunes, but represent the first major offerings that use Larsen's
innovative system of notating Irish ornamentation. These books and online audio will help
players gain a deeper understanding of the Irish musical tradition as well as provide new
material to enhance the experience of the solo player and Irish session participant alike.
Includes access to online audio.

The Flying Flute Book of Fish 'n' Ships is a compendium of sea shanties,
hornpipes, and sea songs. Starting with the easiest, this fun collection is ideal for
sight reading practice, tunes to work on, or even singing in the shower! This book
provides great entertainment, and is also a terrific way to keep your fingers
twiddling, and a grin across your face!Suitable for players of grade 1-4 standard,
this book starts off with the easier pieces with smaller ranges using notes from
grade 1, and progresses to more challenging pieces with notes up to third octave
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G.Includes: A Hundred Years Ago, Aboard the Kangaroo, Alla Hornpipe - G.F.
Handel, Bobby Shaftoe, Captain Kidd, Fish of the Sea, Fishers' Hornpipe,
Harvest Home Hornpipe, Haul Away Joe, Hog-Eye Man, Holy Ground,
Homeward Bound, Hornpipe - H. Purcell, Hullabaloo Balay, Maid of Amsterdam,
My Bonnie, Rolling Home, Sailor's Hornpipe, Sally Brown, South Australia,
Spanish Ladies, Strike the Bell, The Bay of Biscay, The Black Ball Line, The
Coast of High Barbary, The Golden Vanity, The Mermaid, The Rio Grande, We're
All Bound To Go, When the Boat Comes In, I Do Like To Be Beside the Seaside,
and more! (And most of them have words!)Also includes:Fun tempo markingsA
Glossary of jolly Sailors' SlangTell us more - information about shantiesFor more
duets, solos and festive music from The Flying Flute, or for a few free downloads,
visit our website! http://WildMusicPublications.com
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